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Avaya SpacesTM

A Cloud-Based, Team
Collaboration Tool
that Brings all of your
Communication into
One Place

Avaya Spaces™
Is Designed for
Teams That Need
a Simple and
Effective Way to
Enable and Track
Cloud-based Team
Collaboration

Avaya Spaces™ is a cloud-based team collaboration and meeting app.
It seamlessly integrates voice, video, tasks, sharing and more into one app
you can access anywhere. Use it on your laptop at work, your tablet at
home, your phone on-the-go, or even from your space computer in the
dark depths of outer space (well, that last one could be an exaggeration).
We designed Avaya Spaces for teams that need a simple and effective
way to track communications and manage tasks—without being
overwhelmed by clutter or chatter. It’s a step up from individual task lists,
without the jump to large and expensive communication platforms.
• Communicate, Not Distract—Let everyone work and meet the best way
they know how with docs, voice and chat all integrated.
• Collaborate, Don’t Juggle—Tools like document sharing, screen sharing,
and meeting scheduling will maximize your productivity without bogging
you down with excess features.
• Smart Organization—When you’ve outgrown task lists but don’t need
super complicated task management, use Avaya Spaces to organize your
communications, coordinate work across teams and track the project progress.
• Be Persistent—Avaya Spaces is entirely in the cloud, so all you need is a
web browser and an internet connection. Use your personal smartphone,
home desktop computer, work laptop or mother-in-law’s iPad.
• Safe & Sound—We’re powered by some of the most reputable brands in
the data center industry (like Google and Amazon), so you don’t need to
worry about information security.
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Avaya Spaces Features
Spaces Creation and Management
Single Sign On

Essential Business





Power



Online Support
1 request /
month

5 request /
month

Unlimited







Available for Android and Apple iOS
mobile devices.







Room Messaging










1 GB

Unlimited

Unlimited

1 online support request per month
for Essential, 5 for Business, Unlimited
for Power

Web Application Access
Mobile Application Access

We designed
Avaya Spaces
for teams that
need a simple
and effective
way to track
communications
and manage
tasks.

Direct Messaging
File Sharing
Up to 1 GB at Essential tier and
Unlimited* at Business and Power tiers

Online Voice Conference
Up to 5 simultaneous participants
at Essential tier, 25 at Business,
60 at Power tiers

Direct Online Video Calling
1-on-1 video calling with other Avaya
Spaces users

Application Programming
Interface (API)
Online Video Conference
Up to 15 simultaneous participants
at Business, 25 at Power

up to 5
up to 25
up to 60
participants participants participants













up to 15
up to 25
participants participants

Application Integrations
Agenda, Outlook Plug-in, Google
Calendar extension & more





Shared File Previews









Optional






Group Task Management
Up to 1 GB at Essential tier and
Unlimited at Business and Power tiers

Administrative Management
Live Support (Phone)
API Support
Dial-in Add-on

About Avaya
Businesses are built on the experiences they provide and every day
millions of those experiences are built by Avaya (NYSE:AVYA). For over
one hundred years, we’ve enabled organizations around the globe to
win—by creating intelligent communications experiences for customers
and employees. Avaya builds open, converged and innovative solutions
to enhance and simplify communications and collaboration—in the cloud,
on premise, or a hybrid of both. To grow your business, we’re committed
to innovation, partnership, and a relentless focus on what’s next. We’re
the technology company you trust to help you deliver Experiences that
Matter. Visit us at www.avaya.com.
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